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Known for its production of high-quality accessories
made of wire, Vibo has now addressed the growing
demand for items that allow waste be separated
out for recycling. The new collection leaves
nothing to chance: these designed products come
in an extremely wide range of
capacities (7, 9, 10, 12, 15, 16,
20, 30, 33 and 36 liters) and are
available for standard modules
measuring 30, 40, 45, 50 and
60 cm and 60, 90 and 120 cm
for under-sink  areas. They also
come with a choice of lids that
perform in different ways: hinged,
swivel, sliding and manual. The
practical active carbon filters
(which can be washed in the
dishwasher) are an efficient response to the
problem of foul odors produced by organic waste.
All the containers are fitted with sturdy, easy to
grip handles and a perimeter insert to hold the
inner bag tightly in place. The range also includes
a number of solutions designed for the space
under the sink, featuring a kit fitted with cushion-
close drawers and trays installed above the con-
tainers to keep sponges, soaps and detergents
tidy. All the ranges are fully pull-out, they retract
softly back into place and come with their own
assembly kit. The new range is also important for
the quality of materials used, including polystyrene
(which is itself recyclable), a knock-proof, scrat-
chproof material that is resistant to chemical pro-
ducts, temperature swings and UV light (making it
suitable also for the collection of food scraps),

non-toxic, warp-proof and, last
but not least, 100% made in

Italy. HIPS has undergone many crash tests where
it displayed excellent non-breakability properties,
in addition to which it comes in a range of different
colors. The wire or painted metal structure into
which the Vibo containers fit, meanwhile, is rustproof
so is designed for use in particularly damp envi-
ronments. All the materials are processed in the
three Vibo production, packaging and shipment
plants, where chrome plating also takes place in
a process approved and certified to quality stan-
dards that ensure environmental protection principle. 
The wardrobe storage system increased with
two new ranges: “Velvet” which includes new ac-
cessories with non-slip flocking finishing and “Pre-
stige” new products with full extension ball bearing
slides with self closing. “Velvet” is available in
grey and white. The new flocking material is
suitable for cabinets where interior wardrobe ac-
cessories stand out for their modern aesthetics
and elegance. On the other hand, the “Prestige”
version of clothes hangers, tie and belt rack,
trouser holder, shoe racks and frames with full ex-
tension slides, once available in “Elite” and “Dream
Gs” lines, are now equipped with ball bearing
slides, making it a perfect solution for any space
requirement and budget.

www.vibo.it
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ICA GROUP
AT INTERZUM GUANGHZHOU WITH “SUPERCARE” RANGE

VIBO
NEW RANGES FOR WARDROBE 
AND WASTE COLLECTION

At Interzum-Guangzhou Ica Group will be un-
veiling some major innovations in terms of coa-
tings and colors. With a view to aligning its of-
fering even more fully with the latest, various
style trends for the finishing of furniture, Ica
Group will present new colors and effects,
grouping them into themed areas: material-
like effects, luxury furnishings and con-
tract.
Ica Group, then, has come up with technical
solutions and creative ideas targeted at these
types of furniture, ranging from top coats that
are beautiful to look at and to touch, through
captivating special effects.
Ica has been developing wood-coating products
with low levels of environmental impact for
more than two decades, and so can leverage
a great deal of practical experience, allowing it
to select the most appropriate raw materials
and formulations for the intended use. 
About this theme at Interzum-Guangzhou the
company presents the “Supercare” range,

which is composed of top coats with high
levels of chemical-physical resistance and ex-
tremely low Voc content. The technologically
advanced “Supercare” range, which encom-
passes both transparent and pigmented coa-
tings, is available in various configurations:
water-based bicomponent, water-based Uv
and high solid content Uv. The range has been
designed to meet an array of different require-
ments, even taking in different application te-
chnologies, since the range contains products
for spray and roller application.
Ica Group will also showcase the brand new
selection of colors and effects of the “Glass
Paint” range, composed of transparent and
hiding water-based paints that have been de-
signed to offer innovative opportunities to glas-
smakers and furniture manufacturers that use
glass as a decorative element.

www.icagroup.it

Biesse will participate also this year to Interzum,
Guangzhou from 28th March to 1st April (hall 10.1
booth C31), an event not to be missed to see the
ultimate “Made In Biesse” machinery. Among the
many technological Biesse solutions stand the
automation systems for the panel handling that
perfectly integrate and optimize the production
cycle of both sizing and nesting processes for a
small company or a big group. One of the latest
technology made in Biesse and launched with
huge success worldwide has been “Winstore”,
the ultimate range of automated magazine to
serve both sizing machines and Nc processing
centers. The solutions which can increase your
competitiveness by reorganizing your manufacturing
process. The market demands a change in ma-
nufacturing processes which enables companies
to accept the largest possible number of orders.
This is coupled with the need to maintain high
quality standards and high productivity for products

manufactured in a large number of variants, with
quick and defined delivery times. Biesse responds
with high-tech solutions that can meet the technical
requirements of contract manufacturers, thus con-
siderably reducing costs and cycle times. “Winstore”
is an automated magazine for the optimised ma-
nagement of panels for large contract manufactu-
rers, which guarantees production with reduced
times and costs. It can be integrated into nesting
and sizing cells with a significant increase in pro-
ductivity.
Furthermore visitors will also have the opportunity
to test the revolutionary “bSolid” software. Biesse
has taken a step further towards simplifying the
management of numerical control machinery.
Visitors will also have the chance to work with
Biesse experts and gain advice on targeted solu-
tions designed to meet customer’s needs.

www.biesse.com

BIESSE GROUP
ULTIMATE MACHINERY


